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ABSTRACT: Recent studies have shown that arsenic can form single-layer
phases in buckled honeycomb as well as symmetric washboard structures, named
as arsenene. These structures are stable even in freestanding form and are
nonmagnetic semiconductors in the energy range which is suitable for various
electronic applications. In this study we investigated the adsorption of selected
adatoms (H, Li, B, C, N, O, Al, Si, P, Cl, Ti, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Sb) and
physisorption of molecules (H2, O2, and H2O) to these two arsene phases. Since
the interaction of these adspecies with arsenene are studied using large supercells,
the coupling between adspecies is minimized, and hence our results can be
interpreted to mimic the effects of isolated adatom or physisorbed molecule. It is
found that the adatoms form strong chemisorption bonds and hence modify the
atomic structure and physical properties locally. Some of the adatoms give rise to
significant local reconstruction of the atomic structure. Electronic states of some
adatoms become spin polarized and attain net magnetic moments; they may even
display half-metallic character at high coverage. A majority of adsorbed atoms give rise to localized states in the fundamental band
gap. We showed that the interactions between H2, O2, and H2O molecules and single-layer arsenene are rather weak and do not
cause any significant changes in the physical properties of these molecules, as well as those of arsenene phases. However, some of
these molecules can be dissociated at the edges of the flakes of arsenene structures; their constituents are adsorbed to the edge
atoms and cause local reconstructions.

■ INTRODUCTION

Recently, single-layer (SL) structures of group V elements or
pnictogens (N, P, As, Sb, Bi) have been the subject of active
theoretical and experimental research.1−6 On the basis of first-
principles density functional theory7 (DFT) calculations it has
been shown that arsenic can form SL two-dimensional (2D)
structures, named as arsenene.4 These are a buckled honey-
comb structure (b-arsenene or b-As), where As atoms at the
corners of the hexagon rise and lower alternatingly to make two
As atomic planes like SL silicene,8,9 and a symmetric washboard
structure (w-arsenene or w-As) as shown in Figure 1a and 1b.
These new SL structures of arsenic with semiconducting
properties have attracted considerable interest in flexible 2D
electronics, photocatalytic applications, and nanomaterial
fabrication. Now efforts have focused to synthesize these
phases.10

Earlier, it has been shown experimentally and theoretically
that bare SL structures can be functionalized through
adsorption of adatoms to attain crucial physical and chemical
properties for diverse applications.11−18 For example, while
graphene is inert to H2 molecule, each Ti, Li, or Ca adatom
adsorbed to graphene can hold 4−5 H2 molecules, providing an
excellent high-capacity medium of hydrogen storage.12,14 Those
properties have been shown to be strongly dependent on the
coverage of adatoms to lead to tunable electronic properties.
Accordingly, these unusual electronic, magnetic, and chemical

properties achieved through the adsorption of foreign atoms to
SL honeycomb structures have provided important applications
and hence have augmented the interest in bare structures. In
this respect, while bare arsenene phases are predicted to be
semiconducting nanostructures, their physical properties are
expected to be modified to a large extent by the adsorption of
adatoms. Similarly, physisorption of molecules followed by
their dissociation at the edges or defect sites have resulted in
interesting hydrogen evolution reactions19,20 and reversible
oxidation−deoxidation reactions.21 Interplay between applied
electric field and desorption has been another interesting
feature revealed in the study of the interaction between SL
structures and adatoms.21,22 More recently, functionalization or
doping of one of two arsenene structures, namely, only b-As or
w-As, by adsorption23 or substitution24−26 of a relatively smaller
number of selected atoms has been investigated.
This paper presents an extensive analysis of the effects of

chemisorbed adatoms (H, Li, B, C, N, O, Al, Si, P, Cl, Ti, Ga,
Ge, As, Se, and Sb) and physisorbed molecules (H2, O2, and
H2O) on the physical properties of two SL arsenene phases. In
earlier studies, these adatoms have been shown to engage in
chemical interactions with various SL structures, like graphene,
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silicene, BN, MoS2, etc., and give rise to novel chemical and
physical functional properties. Additionally, one-half of these
adatoms by themselves form SL honeycomb structures. Also,
most of these elements are constituents of a 3D crystal in
diamond and zincblende structure showing well-known
electronic and optical properties. Titanium can be an important
element in high-capacity H2 storage when adsorbed on SL
structures. Owing to a large number of atoms and molecules
included in our analysis, we treated only the effects of
adsorption of single (isolated) adatoms and physisorbed single
molecules on the atomic structure and electronic properties of
arsenene. Coverage-dependent properties with different cover-
age and induced overlayer structure are beyond the scope of the
present paper.
We found that (i) H2, O2, and H2O molecules neither form

strong chemical bonds with SL arsenene nor dissociate; they
are physisorbed with a weak binding energy without affecting
the properties of arsenene significantly. However, H2 and O2

molecules strongly interact with 2-fold-coordinated active sites
at the edges of arsenene flakes and subsequently are dissociated
into constituent atoms. (ii) On the other hand, single adatoms,
H, Li, B, C, N, O, Al, Si, P, Cl, Ti, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Sb, are
adsorbed with significant binding energy ranging from 1.03 to
4.58 eV. While some of these adatoms, namely, C and B,
substitute a host As atom of arsenene by pushing it downward,
some of them, namely, Si, P, Ti, and As, create massive local
reconstruction in 2D SL arsenene. Some adatoms attain
significant magnetic moments, while a majority of them
exchange a significant amount of charge with arsenene. (iii)
Most of the adatoms treated here have localized states near the
band edges and attribute crucial electronic properties to
arsenene.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We carried out calculations within supercell geometry using
periodic boundary condition. Each supercell is constructed
from (n × n) primitive cells of b-As and w-As. One adatom is
placed at the same position of each supercell, so that adsorbed
adatoms formed a regular array. The coupling between adjacent
adatoms decreases with increasing n. The size of the supercell,
namely, n, is determined by calculating the binding energy of
selected adatoms, C, P, and Al, adsorbed on n = 3, 4, and 5
supercells. The average difference between the binding energies
for n = 4 and 5 was smaller than 17 meV. In view of this
analysis, we performed all calculations using (4 × 4) supercell
for b-As and (3 × 4) supercell for w-As. Physisorbed molecules
also are treated using similar supercells. In these supercells
smallest separations between adatoms or physisorbed mole-
cules on the b-As and w-As phases attained distances of lb =
14.39 Å and lw = 14.16 Å, respectively. The vacuum spacing
between SL structures, i.e., the lattice constant of the supercell
perpendicular to b-As as well as w-As, is taken as 20 Å.
Supercell geometry is also used in the calculations using small
flakes of arsenene, where a vacuum spacing of 20 Å is taken
between adjacent flakes.
Figure 1 describes our models of supercells for b-As and w-As

phases and possible adsorption sites. For b-As, the adatom on
top of the host As atoms is specified as the top (T) site. The
bridge (Br) site is above the center of the As−As bond. The
hollow (H) site is located above the center of hexagons of the
host As atoms. At the valley (V) site, the adatom is placed on
top the low-buckled host As atoms. For the w-site, similar sites
are also indicated in Figure 1. The equilibrium structure of each
adspecies and the corresponding atomic configuration including
the substrate are determined following a comprehensive
optimization process. First, each adatom or molecule is placed
to all possible sites described in Figure 1 at a distant height
from the SL substrate. Subsequently, all atomic positions

Figure 1. (a) Top and side views of the optimized atomic configuration of the (4 × 4) supercell of b-As phase used to treat the adsorbed single
adatom. Two-dimensional hexagonal primitive unit cell with lattice constants a = b is shaded and delineated by thick lines. Possible adsorption sites
are the top site (T), where the adatom is on top of the host As atoms, the bridge site (Br), where the adatom is above the center of the As−As bond,
the hollow site (H), where the adatom is located above the center of hexagons of the host As atoms, and the valley site (V), where the adatom is
placed on top the low-buckled host As atoms. Total charge density isosurfaces show bonds between nearest As atoms. (b) Top and side views of the
atomic configuration of the (3 × 4) supercell of w-As used to treat the adsorbed single adatom. Two-dimensional rectangular primitive unit cell,
lattice constants and isosurfaces of the total charge density are also shown.
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including the height of the adatom or molecule and atomic
positions of substrate atoms are relaxed to attain the minimum
total energy, ET[substrate + A(M)]. Here A(M) denotes
adatom (molecule). Then the binding energy Eb (or
physisorption energy, Ea) is obtained from the expression
Eb(Ea) = ET[subs] + ET[A(M)] − ET[subs + A(M)] in terms of
the total spin-polarized energies of the free adatom (molecule)
of bare substrate and of the system of adatom adsorbed
(molecule physisorbed) to the substrate. The positive value of
Eb (Ea) indicates that the binding of adatom (physisorption of
molecule) to arsenene is favorable for a given geometry. Since
the initial configuration relative to the substrate is crucial for
physisorbed molecules, various orientations have been also
tested to achieve the highest physisorption energy. It should be
noted that adatoms which have minute couplings with nearest
adatoms in adjacent supercells for large n can mimic the
chemisorption of a single atom on a large arsenene substrate
(or dilute coverage Θ ≪ 1). On the other hand, adatoms
treated using small n lead to high coverage, Θ ≈ 1, resulting in a
specific decoration, whereby the interaction between single
adatom and substrate and hence the physical properties thereof
are modified significantly depending on the coverage Θ. For
example, at high coverage the localized electronic states
originated from adatoms can form energy bands. In the present
case, small adatom−adatom coupling lets us interpret our
results as if a single, isolated impurity (or dilute doping).
We performed first-principles, pseudopotential plane wave

calculations based on the spin-polarized DFT7 within the
generalized gradient approximation including van der Waals
(vdW) corrections.27 Here we used projector-augmented wave
(PAW) potential,s28 and the exchange-correlation potential is
approximated with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional.29 Numerical calculations were carried out using
the VASP software.30 On the basis of the convergence analysis
on kinetic energy cutoff and k-point sampling, a plane-wave
basis set with kinetic energy cutoff is taken to be ℏ2|k + G|2/2m
= 500 eV and the Brillouin zone (BZ) was sampled in the k-

space within the Monkhorst−Pack scheme31 by (7 × 7 × 1)
mesh. Atomic positions were optimized using the conjugate
gradient method, where the total energy and atomic forces were
minimized. The energy convergence value between two
consecutive steps was chosen as 10−5 eV, and a maximum
force of 0.002 eV/Å was allowed on each atom. A Gaussian-
type Fermi-level smearing method is used with a smearing
width of 0.01 eV. The total energies and energy bands of bare
and adatom adsorbed (molecule physisorbed) SL, b-As, and w-
As structures are calculated by using PBE. In view of the fact
that energy band gaps are underestimated by DFT, we
corrected band energies using the HSE06 (HSE) method32−34

The magnetic ground states of adatom + substrate systems
revealed by the optimization based on spin-polarized DFT are
further elaborated. To this end, calculations are performed by
optimizing the total energy for preset magnetic moments to
prevent the system from pinning erroneously at a magnetic
moment. Then the magnetic moment of the system
corresponding to the minimum total energy has been taken
as the magnetic moment of the system. This is the well-known
and most rigorous method used in the calculation of magnetic
states. To prevent the system from pinning erroneously at a
magnetic moment, charge transfer between adatom and SL
arsenene phases ρ* is calculated by using Bader analysis.35 We
assigned a negative sign to the calculated value of ρ* when the
charge is transferred from substrate to the adatom and a
positive sign for vice versa. The difference charge density, Δρ =
ρT[A + subs] − ρ[subs] − ρ[A], is calculated by subtracting the
charge density of bare substrate ρ[subs] and that of free adatom
ρ[A] from the total charge density of the optimized adatom +
substrate structure. Here the positions of host As atoms in the
bare substrate are taken as those in optimized adatom +
substrate structure ρ[A + subs].

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Single-Layer Arsenene Phases. An understanding of the

electronic structure of bare arsenene phases is essential in the

Figure 2. (a) Electronic energy band structure of the bare SL b-As antimonene phase and the total and orbital projected densities of states (PDOS).
Electronic energy bands calculated by PBE are shown by solid lines; bands corrected by HSE are indicated by dashed lines. The indirect band gap
calculated by PBE is shown by an arrow; band gap value corrected by HSE is given in parentheses. (b) Same for the bare w-As phase. The zero of
energy is taken at the top of the valence band. Brillouin zones and major symmetry points are given by inset.
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analysis of their interaction with adatoms and molecules.
Atomic configuration and primitive cells of b-As and w-As
phases together with total charge density isosurfaces are shown
in Figure 1.
The present PBE calculations predict that SL b-As is a

semiconductor with an indirect band gap of Eg,i = 1.57 eV
between the maximum of the valence band at Γ and the
minimum of the conduction band occurring between Γ and M
points. The HSE correction increases this band gap to Eg,i =
2.23 eV. Earlier PBE calculations4 find also an indirect band gap
of 1.66 eV, which was increased to 2.49 eV after HSE
correction.6 As for w-As, it has a relatively smaller indirect band
gap, Eg,i = 0.77 eV calculated by using PBE. This gap occurs
between the maximum of the valence band near X-point and
the minimum of the conduction band at Γ-point. The indirect
band gap increases to Eg,i = 1.36 eV upon HSE correction. Our
calculated gap value using PBE is in fair agreement with
previous similar calculations of the indirect band gap4 of 0.92
eV. Apparently, these two SL arsenene phases have band gaps
suitable for various electronic applications. In view of these
predictions, we note that recently synthesized arsenene phase
with a measured band gap of ∼2.3 eV10 may be identified as b-
As phase.
The electronic band structures of b-As and w-As phases near

the fundamental band gap region and the total and orbital
projected densities of states are shown in Figure 2. Notably, the
total densities of states of these two phases display critical
differences, which can be revealed by optical absorption and
UV photoemission experiments. While states originated from p
orbitals of As dominate the edges of valence and conduction
bands, d orbitals appear in the conduction band. The carrier
mobility at the top of the valence and at the bottom of the
conduction bands of w-As near X-point is expected to be large.
Adsorption of Adatoms. The adsorption of adatoms to b-

As and w-As structures is analyzed by calculation of the
equilibrium adsorption site, optimized atomic structure and
energetics, which results in local electronic and magnetic states,
charge transfer between adatom, and substrate. Our calculated
results are presented in Table 1 for the adatoms adsorbed to SL
b-As substrate and in Table 2 for the adatoms adsorbed to SL
w-As substrate. In the following sections we examine the details
of the adsorption for each adatom.
Optimized Structure and Energetics of Adsorbed Ada-

toms. At the optimized equilibrium site, all adatoms treated in
this paper form chemical bonds with SL b-As and w-As
substrates. Upon the chemisorption of these adatoms, local
deformations even reconstructions in the 2D crystal structure
of the substrate can occur. In the case of reconstruction, regular
honeycomb or washboard structures are destroyed locally; host
atom is pushed away from its position by substitution of
adatoms like B and C.
First, we consider the adsorption of adatoms to the b-As

substrate. The optimized atomic structures of adsorbed
adatoms are shown in Figure 3, where local modifications in
the atomic configurations around the adatom are described.
The adatoms like H and Sb has binding energies ≈ 1.0 eV. The
binding energies of adatoms like Li, N, Al, Si, P, Cl, Ga, Ge, As,
and Se are in the range of 1.5−2.5 eV. Some of these adatoms,
like N, Si, P, and As, lead to local reconstruction. On the other
hand, adatoms B, C, and O from the first row of the Periodic
Table and Ti have binding energies ranging from 3.4 to 4.6 eV
and give rise to strong local reconstructions. In particular, B and
C adatoms substitute the lower lying As host atom by pushing

it down. It appears that the stronger the binding, the more
severe the reconstruction. While host As atoms are three-fold-
coordinated in arsenene phases, B and C adatoms become four-
fold coordinated. Notably, adsorption of Ga does not cause any
dramatic reconstruction leading to cluster formation in spite of
the fact that Ga and As form tetrahedrally coordinated, 3D
ionic compound GaAs. According to the Bader analysis,35 Li,
Al, Ge, and As donate charge to b-As substrate; the rest of the

Table 1. Values Calculated by Using PBE for an Adatom (A)
Adsorbed to Each (4 × 4) Supercell of the SL b-As
Substratea

adatom (A) site Eb (eV) h (Å) dA−As (Å) μ (μB) ρ* (e)

H T-H 1.185 1.261 1.568 1.0 −0.84
Li V 1.720 1.430 2.626 0.0 +0.19
B V 4.511 −0.620 1.985 1.0 −0.84
C V 4.398 −0.645 1.944 2.0 −1.32
N BrH 1.650 0.904 1.827 0.0 −1.14
O Br 4.130 0.806 1.819 0.0 −1.07
Al V 1.598 1.779 2.809 0.0 +0.34
Si VH 2.233 0.368 2.404 0.0 −0.10
P BrV 1.812 1.281 2.304 1.0 −1.13
Cl T 1.799 2.158 2.385 1.0 −0.48
Ti Br 3.405 −0.450 2.338 0.0 −0.75
Ga V 1.570 1.780 2.865 0.0 −0.08
Ge T 1.622 1.985 2.445 2.0 +0.18
As BrV 1.492 1.531 2.425 1.0 +0.13
Se T 2.428 1.813 2.239 0.0 −0.21
Sb T 1.028 1.923 2.529 1.0 −0.02

aAdsorption site A; the binding energy Eb; the height (distance) of the
adatom from the original, high-lying As atomic plane of the substrate
h; the smallest distance between the adatom and As atom of the
substrate dA−As; the local magnetic moment μ; the charge transfer
between the adatom and the substrate ρ* with positive sign indicating
the donation of electrons to the substrate.

Table 2. Values Calculated by Using PBE for an Adatom (A)
Adsorbed to Each (3 × 4) Supercell of the SL w-As
Substratea

adatom (A) site Eb (eV) h (Å) dA−As (Å) μ (μB) ρ* (e)

H T 1.315 1.739 1.565 1.0 −0.79
Li T-H 2.021 1.519 2.587 0.0 +0.32
B T-H 4.575 −0.061 2.022 1.0 −0.81
C T-H 4.304 0.142 1.863 0.0 −0.83
N BrH 2.968 0.676 1.787 1.0 −1.43
O T-H 4.201 0.798 1.697 0.0 −1.40
Al T-H 2.226 1.726 2.597 0.0 +0.66
Si BrH 2.788 1.316 2.394 0.0 −0.02
P T-H 2.045 1.181 2.336 1.0 −0.49
Cl T 2.064 2.382 2.367 1.0 −0.41
Ti T-H 3.235 1.463 2.487 2.0 −0.72
Ga T-H 2.053 1.659 2.674 0.0 +0.41
Ge V 2.432 1.434 2.484 0.0 +0.07
As V 1.706 1.493 2.410 1.0 −0.06
Se T-H 2.341 1.641 2.266 0.0 −0.23
Sb V 1.376 1.731 2.573 1.0 +0.03

aAdsorption site A; the binding energy Eb; the height (distance) of the
adatom from the original, high-lying As atomic plane of the substrate
h; the smallest distance between the adatom and the As atom of the
substrate dA−As; the local magnetic moment μ; the charge transfer
between the adatom and the substrate ρ* with positive sign indicating
the donation of electrons to the substrate.
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adatoms receive charge from the substrate. In Figure 4, the
isosurfaces of the total charge density and the difference charge
density Δρ are presented for Ti, Ge, and As adatoms, where
bond formation, charge accumulation, and depletion regions
are clearly seen.
Optimized atomic configurations of adatoms adsorbed to the

w-As phase are shown in Figure 5. All adatoms except B and C
are located above the upper atomic plane of w-As. B and C
adatoms are implemented into the w-As layer. Due to changes
in the optimized adsorption geometry, the binding energies and
also the charge transfers between adatoms and substrate
undergo changes. The atomic structure of w-As appears to be
more robust under adsorption of adatoms; severe reconstruc-
tions as in b-As do not take place except the cases of B and C.
Accordingly, calculated binding energies of a majority of
adatoms range between 1.4 and 2.4 eV. The rest of the
adatoms, B, C, N, O, Si, and Ti, have relatively stronger binding
in the energy range from 2.8 to 4.6 eV. As Li, Al, and Ga donate
electrons to w-substrate, H, B, C, N, O, P, Cl, and Ti receive a
significant amount of electronic charge from the substrate.
These differences in the adsorption geometries of adatoms
between b-As and w-As give rise to changes in the local
electronic and magnetic properties, which will be discussed in
forthcoming subsections.

Figure 3. Top and side views of the equilibrium (optimized) atomic structure of the adsorbed adatom and SL b-As phase. While host As atoms are
shown by blue (dark) balls, adsorbed adatoms are indicated by balls of different colors and sizes.

Figure 4. Total ρT and difference Δρ charge density isosurfaces of
selected adatoms adsorbed to b-As. Isosurface value is 0.02 electrons/
Å3. Charge depletion and accumulation regions are indicated by red-
dark and gray-light isosurfaces.
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In view the calculated atomic configurations and binding
energies, one deduces the following trends in addition to those
discussed above: The binding energies of Group V, Group IV,
and Group III elements increase with increasing row number.
Only N adatom on b-As becomes an exception. Also, light
adatoms like Li, B, and C and Group III adatoms prefer to
adsorb at the V-site. The distance between the adatom and the
host As, dA−As, increases with increasing row number of the
adatom.
Electronic and Magnetic Properties. The prime objective of

doping of SL structures has been to modify their electronic and
magnetic properties. Adsorbed adatoms can modify the
electronic and magnetic structure of the b-As and w-As phases
locally. In the doping at very low coverage, single adsorbed or
substituted foreign atoms give rise to localized states in the
fundamental band gap or resonance states in the band continua
of the b-As and w-As phases.
The present analysis uses a scheme to deduce the effects of

adsorption, in particular, energy shifts of adatom induced
localized states relative to the “bare” extended substrate. To this
end, rather than the energy bands of the supercells, here the
total and adatom projected densities of states are examined to
reveal the energy locations of dopant states relative to the
fundamental band gap of the bare extended substrate as shown
in Figures 6 and 7. The density of states of the bare extended
substrate and the energy position of its fundamental band gap is
retrieved from the local density of states LDOS (i.e., the

projected total density of states) calculated at As atom of the
substrate, which is farthest from the adatom. This way, the
energy positions of adatom-induced localized states can be
determined relative to the band edges of the bare extended
substrate with reasonable accuracy. The common Fermi level,36

which separates filled states from the empty states of the
adatom + supercell system, is normally within the fundamental
band gap; it can move toward the band edges depending on the
character of the localized states. We note that because of the
finite size of the supercell the coupling between farthest host As
atom and a few specific adatoms can give rise to small
uncertainties of in the exact position of band edges.
Nevertheless, these uncertainties do not affect our discussion
here. In Figures 6 and 7, the densities of states of the bare
extended substrate and the fundamental band gap Eg between
its valence and conduction band edges are indicated. In what
follows, we examine the features of calculated electronic and
magnetic properties.
Important features of the electronic structure associated with

the single adatom adsorbed to b-As are presented in Figure 6.
States derived from hydrogen adatom adsorbed to b-As are spin
polarized and appear near the edge of the valence band. Spin-
up states occur below the Fermi level and hence become
occupied. The spin-down states are located in the gap. Lithium
adatom donates part of its valence charge to the states which
overlaps with the bottom of the conduction band of the
extended substrate. This situation implies that the adatom +

Figure 5. Top and side views of the equilibrium (optimized) atomic structure of the adsorbed adatom and SL w-As phase. While As atoms of the w-
As structure are shown by blue (dark) balls, adsorbed adatoms are indicated by balls of different colors and sizes.
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substrate system is metallized at high coverage of Li. Spin-
polarized unoccupied localized states induced by B are located
near the valence and conduction band edges of the extended
substrate. Carbon adatom displays a similar situation; while the
spin-polarized, occupied localized state induced by C adatom is
∼0.2 eV above the valence band edge, the unoccupied one is
∼0.3 eV below the edge of the conduction band edge. This way
the fundamental band gap is locally reduced by 0.5 eV.
Nitrogen induces partially occupied, localized states in the band
gap, empty localized states at the edge of conduction band, and
resonance states in band continua.
Oxygen, which is strongly electronegative, has a high binding

energy and receives a significant amount of electronic charge
from the b-As substrate. Oxygen-induced states occurring below
the valence band edge keep the fundamental band gap clean
from localized states. Aluminum has an odd number of
electrons and gives rise to occupied states at the valence band
edge and donor states just below the conduction band edge.
Similar to Al, Si has occupied states above the valence band
edge and empty states just below the conduction band edge.
Hence, the band gap is locally reduced to ∼0.9 eV. While the
occupied, localized spin-up states of P occur above the edge of
the valence band, the empty spin-down state is localized at mid
gap leaving only a 0.3 eV local band gap. In the case of Cl, a
localized and occupied state at the midgap pins the Fermi level,
whereas the next empty Cl localized state in the fundamental
gap occurs ∼0.3 eV above it. Titanium adatom, which leads to

significant local reconstruction, has occupied localized states
above the edge of the valence band. Unoccupied Ti-derived
states in the fundamental gap occur ∼0.5 eV above the
occupied states. Gallium adatom having an odd number of
valence electrons pins the Fermi level near the edge of the
conduction band. Owing to the even number of valence
electrons, the localized gap states derived from Ge are filled, but
empty localized states occur below the edge of the conduction
band. Occupied spin-up states of As adatom pin the Fermi level
near the edge of the valence band. Empty spin-down states
occur at mid gap. All states derived from Se are located near the
edge of the valence band and are filled. Filled spin-up states and
partially occupied spin-down states of Sb are located in the
fundamental band gap. As seen, the adatoms add diversity of
electronic features to b-As depending on their valence electrons
and chemical interaction with the substrate.
The density of states related with the chemisorption of single

adatoms adsorbed to the w-As substrate is illustrated in Figure
7. The bare extended substrate has a relatively small band gap,
almost one-half of the band gap of bare b-As. The details of
adsorption of adatoms can be seen in Table 2. Comparing
Figure 7 with Figure 6 corresponding to the adsorption of
adatoms to b-As some trends are common, except that the
splitting of adatom-derived occupied and unoccupied localized
states in the fundamental band gap is smaller in w-As. Crucial
differences associated with the magnetic state of adatoms are
also recognized. For example, Ti (Ge) is spin polarized

Figure 6. Calculated total densities (shown by thin light green lines) and adatom projected densities (shown by thin red-black lines) of states for a
single-adatom adsorbed to each (4 × 4) supercell of SL b-As substrate. The density of states of the bare extended b-As substrate shown in light blue
is obtained from the local density of states calculated at a host As atom which is farthest from the adatom; its band gap is shown by the light blue
zones. The zero of the energy is set at the common Fermi level shown by the dashed vertical line. For clarity, the projected densities of states of
specific adatoms H and Li are shown by insets.
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(unpolarized) on w-As, while it is spin unpolarized (polarized)
on b-As. Additionally, curvatures of band edges of w-As differ
from those of b-As, and hence, the Fermi level is prone to be
affected from the finite size of the supercell. For example, the
Fermi level can move out from the edges of the fundamental
band gap. In what follows we discuss the adatom-induced
features of the electronic structure.
The spin-up state of the adsorbed H adatom occurs near the

edge of the valence band and is occupied. The empty spin-
down state is near the midgap. A small, local gap of ∼0.25 eV
occurs between these localized states of H adatom. Adsorbed Li
donates electrons to the states overlapping with the edge of the
conduction band of w-As substrate. This situation causes the
reduction of the photoelectric threshold of w-As substrate at
high Li coverage. Boron-adsorbed b-As substrate is spin
polarized with empty spin-down states at the midgap region.
In contrast to b-As, states derived from the adsorbed C adatom
are spin unpolarized; while filled states are below the edge of
the valence band, empty states occur at the midgap. Similar to
B, N-derived spin-up, localized states are below the edge of the
valence band and spin-down, unoccupied states occur in the
fundamental band gap. In the case of adsorbed O adatom, the
fundamental band gap is clean from localized states; all O-
derived states occur in the valence band. While the occupied
states are derived from adsorbed Al at the edge of the
conduction band, similar states of Si adatom are at midgap but
empty ones are in the conduction band. Both occupied and
empty spin-down states derived from P are in the fundamental

band gap and separated by a ∼0.4 eV local gap, whereas the
occupied spin-up states occur near the edge of the valence band
and attribute one-half metallic character to the system. A similar
situation is found in the Ti-adsorbed w-As substrate having an
integer number of Bohr magneton per supercell. Ga displays
features similar to those of Al adatom. The filled states of Ge
adatom at the midgap is separated from the empty states by a
local gap of ∼0.35 eV. Interestingly, Sb like other pnictogens N,
P, and As gives rise to localized and occupied spin-up states and
empty spin-down states, all having 1.0 μB magnetic moment per
supercell.
We note that the band energies of excited states of b-As and

w-As, in particular, the fundamental band gap, are under-
estimated by ∼0.5 eV in calculations using PBE. For example,
the PBE band gap of b-As is increased from 1.57 to 2.23 eV
upon HSE correction.33 Under these circumstances, the energy
positions of unoccupied adatom derived states relative to the
actual conduction band edge can be affected slightly. This effect
can be even smaller if the same scissor operation of bare
arsenene substrates is also applicable to the adatom + As
substrate system. However, the energies of those states below
the Fermi level corresponding to the ground state of adatom−
substrate system and resulting charge exchange can be
predicted by PBE calculations with reasonable accuracy.
Finally, we note that a recent study23 has treated the

adsorption of B, C, and O to b-As using a similar method and
predicted binding energies in fair agreement with the present
paper, except C adatom, whose binding energy is less than one-

Figure 7. Calculated total densities (shown by thin light green lines) and adatom projected densities (shown by red-black lines) of states for a single-
adatom adsorbed to each (3 × 4) supercell of SL w-As structure. The density of states of the bare extended w-As substrate shown in light blue is
obtained from the local density of states calculated at a host As atom farthest from the adatom; its band gap is shown by the light blue zones. The
zero of the energy is set at the common Fermi level shown by the dashed vertical line.
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third of the value in Table 1. Also, we found that the magnetic
ground state of the N + b-As system23 is actually 54 meV less
favorable relative to a nonmagnetic state.
Physisorption of Molecules to SL Arsenene Phases.

Three molecules, H2, O2, and H2O, interact weakly with b-As
and w-As substrates; they do not engage in notable chemical
interaction. The physisorption of these three molecules is
investigated by placing them in their different possible
configurations above various sites of these substrates at large
distances. Then the atomic positions of the whole system,
namely, molecule and substrate atoms, are optimized to attain
minimum total energy as well as atomic forces. The optimized
structures corresponding to minimum total energy are
presented in Figures 8 and 9. Calculated values regarding the
binding energies and molecule−substrate distances are listed in
Tables 3 and 4.

Weak vdW interaction between molecules and SL arsenene
substrates reflects the optimized atomic configuration and
corresponding energetics. The binding energy of H2 is 69 and
81 meV on b-As and w-As, respectively, which is rather low and
typical for vdW interaction. The situations for O2 and H2O are
also similar to binding energies of 103 and 171 meV on b-As
and 78 and 104 meV on w-As, respectively. As for the distances
between molecules and As atom of the substrate, they are
rather large in compliance with low binding energies.

Accordingly, SL arsenene phases are rather inert to H2, O2,
and H2O molecules, and hence, their dissociation of the
constituents is not expected in normal conditions. Also, the
electronic properties of arsenene phases cannot be affected
through the physisorption of these molecules.
Earlier, edges of flakes, vacancy defects, or specific adatoms

adsorbed to SL graphene and MoS2 were shown to be active
sites, where dissociations of molecules can be mediated.19,20

Notably, specific adatoms are expected to form relatively
stronger bonds with some of these molecules. Here we examine
edges of arsenene phases, which can either strongly bind or
dissociate molecules. To this end we consider rectangular b-As
and w-As flakes with different edge geometries as shown in
Figures 10 and 11.
In Figure 10 one sees that H2, O2, and H2O molecules are

situated near the zigzag, armchair edges and their corners.
Upon relaxation, H2O remains intact as a molecule, but near
the armchair edge H2 and O2 are dissociated spontaneously
into their constituents saturating nearest, two-fold host As
atoms. At the corner one of the flake, the dissociated O atoms
change the 6-fold ring to a 5-fold by saturating host As. Similar
processes are taking place at the edges of w-As as illustrated in
Figure 11. H2 and O2 molecules are dissociated spontaneously
at specific sites, and two constituent atoms are chemisorbed to
the adjacent host atoms. Briefly, edges of the arsenene flakes
form active sites to dissociate the constituents of H2 and O2
molecules. Earlier, it was found that while O2 molecule is
dissociated at the graphene vacancy, H2O remained intact.20

On the other hand, Mo atoms at the edges of vacancies in
single-layer MoS2 were shown to mediate the dissociation of
H2O by forming strong Mo−H and S−OH bonds.19

Apparently, since the binding of H2O is 5.63 and 3.93 eV
stronger than those of H2 and O2 molecules, respectively, the
reactivity of two-fold As atoms at the edges is not sufficient to
dissociate H2O molecule.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an extensive analysis of the chemical
interaction between selected single adatoms and molecules with
buckled b-As and symmetric washboard w-As phases of
arsenene. Even if our analysis is focused on the single, isolated
adatoms adsorbed and molecules physisorbed to single-layer
arsenene, our results provide valuable information pertaining
the functionalization and doping of arsenene in various
applications.
Selected adatoms can form rather strong bonds with

arsenene by exchanging electronic charges and cause local
reconstructions. Also, the electronic states derived from these
adatoms give rise to diversity of electronic structure with
localized states in the fundamental band gap. Some of the
adatoms acquire local magnetic moments through their spin-

Figure 8. Top and side views of the atomic configurations of H2, O2,
and H2O molecules physisorbed to each (4 × 4) supercell of b-As.

Figure 9. Top and side view of the atomic configurations of H2, O2,
and H2O molecules physisorbed to each (3 × 4) supercell of w-As.

Table 3. Values Calculated by PBE for the Optimized
Structure of the Single Molecule (M) Physisorbed to (4 × 4)
Supercell of b-As Substratea

molecule (M) Ea (eV) h (Å) dM−As (Å)

H2 0.069 2.450 3.211
O2 0.103 2.630 3.367
H2O 0.171 2.615 3.275

aEa, the physisorption energy of the molecule; h, the height of the
molecule from the original atomic plane of substrate; dM−As, the
minimum distance between the molecule and the substrate As atom.

Table 4. Values Calculated by PBE for the Optimized
Structure of the Single Molecule (M) Physisorbed to (3 × 4)
Supercell of the w-As Phasea

molecule (M) Ea (eV) h (Å) dM−As (Å)

H2 0.081 2.185 3.024
O2 0.078 2.402 3.243
H2O 0.104 2.972 3.203

aEa, the physisorption energy of the molecule; h, the height of the
molecule from the original atomic plane of substrate; dM−As, the
minimum distance between the molecule and the substrate As atom.
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polarized electronic states even though arsenene phases are
nonmagnetic semiconductors. Some adatoms can acquire half-
metallic character at higher coverage.
Even though the interaction of molecules like H2, O2, and

H2O with nanomaterials is crucial for hydrogen storage,
hydrogen evolution reaction, and oxidation−deoxidation
processes, these molecules weakly interact with arsenene;
their binding energies are very small and have predominantly
vdW character. However, H2 and O2 can dissociate into its
constituent atoms at the edges of the finite size flakes of b-As
and w-As phases. The constituent atoms by themselves are
chemisorbed to the low-coordinated As atoms and cause
reconstruction at the edges.
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